We developed and experimentally tested a Symmetric Traveling Wave Parametric Amplifier (STWPA) based on Three-Wave Mixing, using the new concept of a Symmetric rf-SQUID. This allows to fully control the second and third order nonlinearities of the STWPA by applying external currents. In this way, the optimal bias point can be reached, taking into account both phase mismatch and pump depletion minimization. The structure was tested at 4.2K, showing a 4GHz bandwidth and a maximum estimated gain of 17dB.
I. INTRODUCTION
S CALABLE superconducting quantum computing demands non dissipative, quantum limited and wide bandwidth cryogenic amplifiers. In order to improve scalability, wide bandwidth amplifiers with reasonable gain allow an efficient implementation of readout multiplexing when multiple qubits can be sensed with a single amplifier.
Josephson Parametric Amplifiers (JPA) were introduced to fulfill these specifics, and proposed in many different designs [1] - [4] . While achieving great gain and noise performance, JPAs cannot guarantee a wide instantaneous bandwidth for many qubits multiplexing, because of a lumped-circuit based design. Good gain-bandwidth results are achieved by exploiting nonlinear kinetic inductance of NbTiN [5] , but lengths in the order of meters are required, leading to difficult integration. A recent approach is to build arrays of small Josephson based elementary cells, forming a so-called Josephson Metamaterial. Josephson Metamaterials show an overall tunability comparable to the single component one [6] , allowing external control of main parameters [7] . Based on this approach, the Josephson Traveling Wave Parametric Amplifier (TWPA) was introduced [8] as a nonlinear transmission line containing Josephson junctions. This novel device is achieving [9] - [13] many GHz bandwidth, high gain and near quantum-limited performances.
As a parametric amplifier, TWPA transfers power from a strong microwave tone (pump) to a weak one (signal). With a choice of the Josephson nonlinearity responsible for parametric process, two different approaches can be used, as depicted in Fig. 1 : four-wave mixing (4WM) [12] , [13] , based on the third-order one, or three-wave mixing (3WM) [11] , [14] , based on the second-order one. While 4WM TWPAs achieve high gain, bandwidth and noise performance, they require resonant nets to properly work [12] , [13] , leading to a stopband in the gain curve. The recent 3WM approach, instead, is promising to achieve comparable experimental results with a smaller structure [11] and external control via DC flux bias. One of the main 3WM advantages is that parametric process efficiency and phase mismatch can be independently tuned [14] , respectively depending on second and third order Josephson nonlinearities. Anyway, with a single DC flux bias, second and third order nonlinearities cannot be independently set [14] . This could lead not only to challenging device design, but limits a full exploration of 3WM TWPA possibilities.
To allow independent control of both second and third order Josephson nonlinearities, we developed a three-wave mixing Symmetric Traveling Wave Parametric Amplifier (STWPA) based on a new symmetric rf-SQUID scheme. Experimental measurements of the first wafer demonstrated the correct TWPA operation at 4.2 K, showing a gain up to 17dB and a 4GHz 3dB bandwidth. In this paper, we present the basics of the TWPA with three-wave mixing and explain our symmetric approach to TWPA design showing its advantages. Then, we present the experimental setup and devices details, with experimental data from measurements. Finally, we consider possible applications of the STWPA.
II. THREE WAVE MIXING TWPA

A. Previous art
Depending on the involved nonlinearity, the inductive part of the TWPA elementary cell can be made with different schematics (see Fig. 1 ).
Three-wave mixing TWPAs use second order nonlinearity in Josephson j(ϕ) = I c sin ϕ relation to produce a second order stimulated parametric process [11] , [14] . Then, three AC tones are involved: pump (f p ), signal (f s ) and idler (f i ). The idler tone is produced to satisfy energy conservation relation
To achieve a three-wave mixing process, tuning of j(ϕ) around ϕ ≈ π/2 is needed. This is easily obtained by application of a DC flux bias to the rf-SQUIDs, given that arXiv:1811.02703v1 [physics.app-ph] 6 Nov 2018 the dispersive conditionβ = 2πLI c /Φ 0 < 1 [15] is satisfied, where I c is the critical current of a Josephson junction, L is the shunting geometrical inductance closing the loop and Φ 0 is the magnetic flux quantum. In fact, ifβ < 1, the phase-flux relation
becomes a one-to-one correspondence, where Φ e is the external flux concatenated to the rf-SQUID loop (see Fig. 1b ). Given the dc phase bias ϕ dc solution of equation 1, under the hypothesis that all the ac tones involved give small perturbations δϕ to the junction's phase ϕ, the Josephson current j(ϕ) can be expressed as
From relation 2, it's easy to see that sin ϕ dc controls the even terms, while cos ϕ dc controls the odd ones. Three-wave mixing TWPA wave equation has quadratic and cubic nonlinearities, respectively, controlled by coefficients β =β sin ϕ dc /2 and γ =β cos ϕ dc /6 [14] . While the second order effect is maximum when ϕ dc = π/2, the same does not apply to signal amplification. In fact, the parameters β and γ control other effects [14] like pump depletion, where the pump absorbs power from the signal, and phase mismatch, where stimulated down-converting process (i.e. amplification) has not maximum efficiency. These effects depend also on other parameters as (but not limited to): rf tones frequencies f s , f p and f i ; waveguide cutoff frequency f 0 = 1/(2π √ LC); pump power at the input [14] . Being β and γ bonded by trigonometry, these cannot be set independently just by tuning the flux bias. This limits the exploration of the full working range of the device. To solve this problem, we introduced a new concept of rf-SQUID, based on a symmetric design.
B. New Approach: Symmetric rf-SQUID
A symmetric rf-SQUID is obtained by shunting two identical rf-SQUIDs. Taking into account a parasitic inductance L p connecting the two rf-SQUIDs, we obtain the schematic in Fig. 2a . Using net currents (i 1 , i 2 , i 3 as in Fig. 2a ) method, and noticing that side nets are rf-SQUIDs and central net is a dc-SQUID, it's easy to obtain the following equations for the symmetric rf-SQUID with dc magnetic flux bias: where
being I c the critical current of both junctions J 1 and J 2 , supposed identical and k the coupling coefficient between the two geometrical inductances of each rf-SQUID. Here, we set to zero the external flux Φ 3 concatenated with the central net. It can be shown that a sufficient condition for dispersive operation is still β < 1, if α > 0 and k is negligible. Then, in dispersive mode, is possible to tune external fluxes Φ 1 and Φ 2 to achieve all the values for the bias phase vector
, as is clear in Fig. 3a . This result allows to independently tune the phases of the two junctions, adding a second bias phase degree of freedom to the rf-SQUID.
C. Symmetric TWPA
To integrate a TWPA using symmetric rf-SQUIDs, it is necessary to "cut" the shunting inductance L p at a given section, so to cascade connect the devices. To preserve the symmetry of the structure, this should be done by halving L p into two identical parts, resulting in a Symmetric TWPA (STWPA) structure as in figure 2b . Currents flowing into the two Josephson junctions of each symmetric rf-SQUID can be expressed, for small phases perturbations δϕ 1 and δϕ 2 , as
A relation between δϕ 1 and δϕ 2 can be found with a small signal analysis of the elementary cell of STWPA, resulting in the following (valid for each STWPA section)
where is clear that the two phase perturbations are proportional by means of a real constant (no phase shift) and their ratio does not depend on signal frequency. Then, for reasonably big values of α, and given that the phase working point of each junction is near π/2 ± π, it easy to show that STWPA wave equation can be expressed in an explicit form, formally identical to the standard TWPA's one [14] . We want to specify that this hypothesis is only necessary to obtain a simple form for STWPA wave equation because of the L p inductance, but is not mandatory for its correct operation. Nonlinear terms are then given by the sum of the two nonlinear currents in relations 4 and 5, producing the quadratic and cubic coefficients, respectively, given by
where trigonometric sum to product formulas have been used. By taking into account the full relation 6, some correction factors should be applied to relations 7 to have the most accurate description of STWPA bias properties. Anyway, relations 7 are accurate enough for description of STWPA operations and understanding experimental data.
By varying ϕ + and ϕ − by means of flux bias as in equations 3, it's possible to independently set all the values for β and γ, onceβ has been fixed. As clear in 7 and depicted in figure 3b, normalized coefficients β/2β and γ/6β describe circles when bias phases are varied. Each point of a circle is represented by a radius r = | cos ϕ − | and and angle θ = ϕ + (cos ϕ − ≥ 0) or θ = π + ϕ + (cos ϕ − < 0).
III. METHODS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Chip Design and Measurements Setup
The symmetric rf-SQUID was simulated and optimized using AWR Microwave Office and InductEx softwares. Then, an optimized circuit layout was designed for HYPRES' Nb process with J c = 100A/m 2 . Various test chips were designed, both for a 4.2K operation and for a mK operation (test in progress). On each chip, there are a STWPA with reference design similar to ones described in [14] and various diagnostic circuits, as in figure 4. Figure 4 . Experimental setup for gain measurements with a micrograph of a 5 × 5mm 2 chip fabricated using 100A/cm 2 . On the chip, the STWPA connected to the measurement setup and diagnostic circuits are visible. Pump and signal tones were generated by two independent microwave generators and mixed with a power combiner. Two independent current generators were used to apply an external magnetic flux to the STWPA.
The symmetric rf-SQUID structure was made with Josephson junctions with different nominal critical current I c = {4uA, 6uA, 12uA}. Geometrical inductances were chosen to satisfy dispersive condition for each structure. Grounding capacitors were designed to match a 50Ω impedance. Elementary cells were then made with a grounding capacitor every 6 symmetric rf-SQUID, as suggested from [11] , as well as 2 and 1 each grounding capacitor. Then, the number of cells N was set around the optimal value [14] for each STWPA. Effective signal and pump power at amplifier input port were ≈ -120dBm and ≈ -65dB respectively. Pump frequency was around f p = 10.2GHz and f s ∈ [3.4, 9.4] GHz. Bias current values were in the range of the mA.
B. Experimental Verification
To validate our structure on the basis of model and simulations, we measured signal output power as a function of the two bias currents. Bias fluxes Φ + and Φ − are related to bias currents by relations
where M 1 is the mutual inductances between a flux line and its correspondent symmetric rf-SQUID side, M 2 is the mutual inductance between a flux line and the opposite symmetric rf-SQUID side, I + = (I 1 + I 2 )/2 and I − = (I 1 − I 2 )/2. Combining equations 8 and 3, we observe a strong dependence of ϕ + and ϕ − , respectively, by I + and I − . Then, observing from equations 7 that the bias point (β, γ) has to be even (and also periodic) in φ − and periodic in ϕ + , the same should approximately apply to I − and I + . This is confirmed by data shown in Fig. 5 , where signal power (with pump OFF) is measured by sweeping both the bias currents. In fact, the plot is specular with respect to the I − = 0mA segment, meaning that the device operation is even in I − . Periodicity in I + is verified noticing that diagonal segments are equally spaced by a value of ∆I + ≈ 0.625mA. To locate these segments onto the coefficient plane in Fig. 3b , we can note that the first segment appears around I + = 0.125mA. Then, because a full turn on the coefficient plane corresponds to ≈ 0.625mA, the first segment corresponds, approximately, to a phase value ϕ + ≈ 2π/5 = π/2−π/10. This means that when bias currents are given into these segments, ϕ + ≈ π/2 + 2nπ, being n an integer number. So, these segments correspond to a very high second order effect, being β maximized when ϕ + = π/2.
C. Gain Measurements
We measured signal gain as G s = P on s −P of f s , where P of f s and P on s were, respectively, signal power (in dBm units) at output port (connected to spectrum analyzer) with amplifier off (bias currents and pump off) and with amplifier on (bias currents and pump on). Off state values could have been affected by some frequency depending mismatch, because STWPA was designed to match an impedance of ≈ 50Ω when flux biased around ϕ 1,2 ≈ π/2, where total rf-SQUID inductance has only the geometrical contribution. Instead, for a general phase bias, Symmetric rf-SQUID total inductance is given by
being β ≈ 1, with no bias currents applied (i.e. ϕ + = ϕ − = 0), inductance per unit length is halved, resulting in an effective impedance around Z 0 / √ 2 ≈ 35Ω. Maximum deviation of OFF state signal power due to mismatch was then estimated, resulting in a maximum reflection loss of about 2dB. By swapping bias currents and measuring the same gain, we proved the validity of our symmetric design. Gain was measured and some of the collected data is shown in figure  6 , resulting in a gain >9.5 dB in a 4GHz bandwidth centered at 5.9 GHz, with a nominal peak value of 12.5dB. Moreover, by moving a little the pump power around the value used for data in figure 6 , we achieved higher gain for some signal frequencies, as a 17dB gain at 7.9GHz, 11dB at 8.4GHz and 9.4GHz. At these frequency values, we estimated an error caused by mismatch of about 1dB. Figure 6 . Measured signal gain curve as a function of signal frequency. It showed a 4GHz 3dB bandwidth with a peak value around 12.5 dB. Displayed data was measured with the STWPA biased with a same set of the experimentally optimized parameters.
D. Pump Driven rf-Switch and Up-Down Converting Mixer
We compared current sweeps with pump ON and pump OFF, as in Fig. 7 . When pump is OFF, the bias points where second order effect is maximum correspond to maximum signal attenuation (see Fig. 7a ) because of second harmonic generation. Instead, with pump ON, the same bias points give maximum signal amplification (Fig. 7b ), corresponding to a 3WM process. Because in these bias points the difference between pump on and off was ≈20dB, this mechanism could be used as a Pump Driven rf-Switch. This could play an important role in many applications where very weak signals need to be accurately controlled. Moreover, we verified the correct 3WM operation by checking the idler frequency: it was quite high in power, reaching values between -135dB and -123 dB. STWPA was then generating a detectable idler signal, with a frequency given by 3WM energy conservation relation f i = f p − f s for each signal frequency value. Idler was then detected both at higher frequencies and lower frequency with respect to the signal ones. This means that STWPA could be potentially used as an efficient Up-Down Converting rf-Mixer.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We experimentally demonstrated the validity of our new symmetric approach to TWPA design using a novel Symmetric rf-SQUID. A 4GHz bandwidth at 3dB was measured at 4.2K operating temperature, with a peak value around 12.5dB. Thanks to the two-bias-degrees of freedom of the new STWPA, we were able to explore a wide operating range of the device, reaching gain up to 17dB. These results are promising substantial improvement over standard three-wave mixing TWPA, where a maximum 11 dB gain is achieved [11] . The additional bias degree of freedom provided by the STWPA design allowed us to choose both β and γ around optimal values over a wide range of signal frequencies, also very close to the pump one. The STWPA also showed additional features, as high idler power and pump controlled switch. These suggest, respectively, that a STWPA could be used to make a high efficiency up/down-conversion mixer using the idler as output, as well as an rf triggered control and readout for superconducting qubits. Moreover, the new symmetric rf-SQUID has value on its own. Preliminary results show that, with symmetric design, the rf-SQUID β < 1 constraint can be bypassed. This could have many consequences in microwave Josephson circuits projecting. Its full dynamics are now being analyzed and will be experimentally tested.
